CHAMP CLARK AGAIN URGES ANNEXATION

Hurs Duly at Those who Might Seem to Oppose Taking Over Canada

Utters Radical Statement that He Could Carry Every State in the Nation

President Taft Reviews the Greatest Fleet Ever Assembled Under Old Glory

FIRST WINTRY BLASTS SWEEP OVER THE EAST

Chicagapagos Shiver When the Thermometer Drops Below Freezing Point

Expected Weather Will Moderate in the Western States Today

Picture of unsurpassed beauty greets nation's chief at review of naval

Taft witnesses most notable naval pageant in history of country

Every class of fighting ship known in navy in line of review

Government's Plans are to investigate back up treaty

Cases may be prepared and submitted to various grand juries

Armored grain company may be prevented from disposing of receipts

NEW YORK, N. Y., November 2—An alleged attempt, against the national interest, and contrary to the laws of the United States, to turn over to foreign owners of national properties, has been made by a certain private individual, with the object of depriving the government of its rights under the laws of the United States.

The government of the United States has been notified of the attempt and has taken steps to prevent its consummation.

The attempt is said to involve the transfer of certain properties belonging to the government, including steamships, coal and other articles of value.

The government has taken prompt action to prevent the transfer and has sought to recover possession of the properties involved.

The government is determined to prevent any such attempt and to protect its interests in all cases where there is a possibility of such an attempt being made.

The government has also taken steps to prevent the sale of the properties involved to foreign owners.

The government is determined to protect its interests and to prevent any such attempt from succeeding.
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